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SUMMARY 

In reactor noise analysis the fluctuation of many interesting 

signals may be described by linear models such as the AR, ARMA or ARMAX 

ones. 

Another interesting approach of increasing importance is the Kalman filter 

methodology. 

In the present paper we consider a linear system described by an autoregres 

sive AR (2) model and we investigate whether the Kalman filter is capable 

of correctly estimating parameters together with their accuracies both in 

the stationary state and in the case of sudden variation of the parameters. 

In addition we-considered a more complex situation in which a stationary 

system under investigation feeds the sensor which delivers the observed signal. 

Assuming the system obeying on AR(2) model and the sensor a simpler AR(1) 

model, the problem is that of recovering the system output from the measu

red signal. 

RIASSUNTO 

Nell'analisi del rumore le fluttuazioni di molti segnali 

di interesse vengono descritti da modelli lineari del tipo AR, ARMA 

o ARMAX. Un approccio alternativo è la metodologie del filtro di Kalman 

che va assumendo importanza crescente. 

In questo lavoro viene considerato un sistema lineare descritto da un 

modello antoregressivo AR(2), e viene esaminata la possibilità di stimare 

i parametri del modello e la loro precisione. Questo sia in caso di process 

si stazionari sia in caso di rapide variazioni dei parametri nel tempo. 

Viene anche presa in considerazione una sitauzione più complessa nella 

quale un sistema in stato stazionario alimenta un sensore, alla pui uscita 

viene osservato il segnale. Ipotizzando che sia possibile descrivere il 

funzionamento del sistema con un modello AR(2) e quello del sensore con un 

modello AR(1), il problema affrontato è stato quello di risalire al segnale 

di uscita del sistema, partendo da quello misurato all'uscita del sensore. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In reactor noise an»»/s1s the fluctuation of many Interesting 

signals may be fruitfully described by very sinple linear mffdels 

such as the AR, ARMA or ARNAX'ones. In principle all these derive 

fro» the general linear model proposed since the 1920'th by the 

great statistician Yule (1). Later they become very popular due 

to the Box and Jenkfns work (2). Examples of applications have 

already been reported In the present meeting and surely other ex

amples will be mentioned later on. 

Another Interesting approach of increasing Importance is due 

to Kalman and It is referred to as the Kalman filter methodology 

(3), (4). This approach is more general since it may handle a dy

namic system described by a set of non linear differential equa

tions. Assuming that a "good" solution, is available, the differ

ence between actual and nominal solution obeys a set of linear 

differential equation with time varying coefficients. In the Kal

man approach a state vector xt is Introduced whose components, 

representing the difference between nominal and actual values, 

collect all the relevant Information pertaining to the system at 

time t. The vector xg Is linearly related, through a time vari

able transition matrix, to the system state at the previous time 

t-1, with allowance for noise, called system noise. For generally 

take, at any time the observed quantity is not x^ Itself but 

Instead a measurement vector z^ linearly related to x i , also 

corrupted by noise, called measurement noise. 
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Some relevant merits of the Kalman filters are that they 

allow: 

- optimal estimates and forecistsj 

- recursive calculations, so that few data need to be stored, and 

a real time analysis can be afforded; 

- recursive updating of the filter accuracy. 

Kalman filters are being utilised In many fields such as me

teorology and hydrology, space vehicle navigation, plant surveil

lance and early fault detection, sensor validation etc. 

In the present paper we consider a linear system adequately 

described by an autoregressive AR(p) model of order p. The param

eter estimation Is straightforward In the stationary state and 

Indeed aany lethods such as the Yule-Walker equations, the 

least-square or the maximum likelihood approaches, have been dev

ised. The situation becomes awkward when non statlonarltles are 

dealt with. Here we Investigate whether the Kalman filter Is ca

pable of correctly estimating parameters together.with their ac

curacies both In the stationary state and In the case of sudden 

variation of the parameters. 

In addition we considered a more complex situation In which a 

stationary system under Investigation feeds the sensor which de

livers the observed signal. Assuming the system obeying on AR(p) 

model and the sensor a simpler AR(1) model, the problem Is that 

of recovering the system output from the measured signal. 

All the calculations refer to simulated time series. 
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2. THE KALHAN FILTER 

A general model for a linear stochastic system Is: 

In (1) x. Is the state vector of the process at time t which de

pends on the previous state condition through the transition ma

trix Ffct and on the system noise vector wfc through the scaling 

matrix Gt . 

The process Itself is not directly detectable: Instead, It is 

observed through a noisy measurement zk(FIG. 1). 

In detail, the "system state" x t is a (n,l) vector, the 

"state transition matrix" Ft k , is of order (n,n) and finally 

the "system noise" wt a (n,1) vector with E<wt>=0 and 

E<wt wk >*Q, diagonal. The" measurement z t is a (m, 1) vector, the 

"observation matrix" Hfc is of order (m,m) and the "measurement 

noise" vt is a (m,l) vector for which E<vt >*0 and E<vfc vk
T >=R, 

diagonal. 

The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm that provides a way 

of estimating the state xt of the model (1), once the matrices 

Ftt-i ' Gt » Ht » Q tnd R are all known and It Is assumed that 

the system and measurement noise are both Gaussian White Noise 

processes. Starting from an initial value x e with covariance ma

trix poo » the procedure Is recursive In that from the estimates 

of x^and its covariance Pt t.A it time t-1 and from the meas-
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urement zk at time t, new estimates xt and Its covarlance Ptt , 

may be attained. Indeed at time t-1, the following "a priori" es

timates of state and measurement along with their accuracies 

could be forecasted for*one step ahead 
A r A 
Xt,fc-1 " rt.k-l *-t-i 
pt.t-i * Ftft-i Pt.1|t-i

 Ft,t-i + & t Q 6t. 
and 

*t,t-i - H t *t,t.i 

At the subsequent Instant t, the z t value is actually record

ed and the "innovation", I.e. the discrepancy between estimate 

and observation, can be evaluated 

h -*t,t-i * *\- H l * % t - i 

A reasonable "a posteriori" estimate of the system state would 

combine these two estimates as follows: 

In this linear combination, the central role Is played by the 

matrix Kt , called "Kalman gain", to be chosen as to "optimally" 

weight the two mentioned estimates. The matrix Kfc , of order 

(n,m), Is recursively calculated by minimizing the variance of 

x M , 1 . e . 

The algorithm 1s sketched In FIG. 1. Note that the Kalman Gain 
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* t , as well as the tutrices p
t k t F t t - l , 6 t , H t »Q * n d R a r e d e" 

tert inlst lc quantities. 
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3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION OF AR(p) PROCESSES 

The KalMan flter «Igorltha Is able to estimate the parameters 

ft •*&'"*'V of «/stationary of AR(p) Model 

y t - «ft «k-i - ft %% - - - HV yt-p * *>* C 2 ) 

when the signal ŷ  Is observed without Measurement error (5), 

(6;. Here <aj) is a Gaussian White noise process. 

The main Idea Is to consider the p parameters as the compo

nents, of a constant state vector xt and eq. (2) as the measure

ment e equation, so Identifying the white noise at with the meas

urement noise vt . According to this point of view, the system 

and measurement equations (1), become: 

xt s x V i »hert *k=(<f. fa-fp) 

The Measurement Matrix Ht reduces to a p-components time depen

dent, row-vector 

H t « Ut -1 «k-2 - 3b-|>) • 

The Kalman filter algorithm applied to the above equations, 

produces a recursive estimate of xt , and therefore of the p 

coefficients, whose accuracy Increases with time. The specializa

tion of the general expressions given In FIG. 1 to the case at 

hand Is straightforward. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The potential of the Kalnan filter in estimating the coeffi

cients of an AR(2) model was investigated through a few numerical 

examples. In all cases we simulated the AR series so that the 

•true" values of the coefficients were a priori known. 

The first case refers to an AR(2) series (see Eq. (2)) with 

and values at time t=8 

V - ^ , o = 0.1 , P0j0= I 

FIG. 2 shows the results of the coefficients estimation up to 

time t=iee. The estimated values are pretty soon very close to 

the true ones. 

At time t-100 we obtain 

$Moo= 0.?45Ti 0.030 . $M0D=-0.463 ±0,030 

The rapid approaching the true values suggested the Idea of 

investigating the capability of the f i l t e r to follow a sudden 

change of a coefficient. To this aim we generated a new AR(2) 

series with same coefficients as the previous one, exceptvpt, 

which varies In time as follows 

tflt » 0.15 t«M>D 
» 0.75" «xf> [0.001575 (t-d000)l A0OO& *i*00 

& i, 203 fc> &00 
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The results, shown In FIG. 3, Indicate that the time response 

Is very slow and that the filter 1s Inable to follow the sudden 

variation Impressed to tfL . This behaviour Is due to the fact that 

the elements of the covarlance matrix P.. become smaller and 

smaller as the time Increases, thus preventing rapid changes In 

the recursive updating of the coefficient. 

To overhelm this difficulty we attempted to reinitialise to 

unity the covarlance matrix every a fixed number N of steps so 

lessening the tightness of y. to its previous values. From .the 

results of the first Investigation here reported, we estimated 

that a value N=200 would be suitable for the case at hand. From 

FIG.4 it appears that indeed the proposed procedure works well. 

Further work is now in progress. 

The last application of the Kalman filter concerns its capa

bility of recovering the characteristic of a signal <*Jt> coming 

out from an AR(2) filter, when the quantity actually measured is 

the output of an AR(1) filter fed by the {•}»> series. This situa

tion features a thermal hydraulic experiment we are investigating 

in which the temperature of the fluid, obeying an AR(2) model, 

was measured through a thermocouple for which an AR(1) model Is 

In order. The series of the AR(2) and AR(1) models with coeffi

c i e n t s ^ -0.6, vft=0.2 and*»f=0.9 respectively Is equivalent to an 

AR(3) model with coefficients 

$i * V?4+'H' = 0.30 
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In FIG. 5 the estimated <f(, if^f coefficients are reported as a 

function of time, togheter with the §,$ i fS_ values calculated from 

the above expressions. It appears that after a few thousand steps 

all the estimated quantities tend to their true values. At time 

t=5600 we have 

£ _ _O.585t0.CH* . £ KI%M- 0.2221 0.045 
•4,5000 ' I t , 5000 

T£ - 0.-O3+0.0U 
"5000 _ 

The correlation matrix of these quantities Is 

-0.66 1. 

0.4? 0.73 i, 
A 

The calculated $ values are 

V'-^l , «k.w."M5 , l„w= -O.20 

At first sight It seems that the Kalman filter can actually give 

an Insight beyond the sensor: however this conclusion Is now be

ing checked since the relationship among the AR(3) coefficients 

and those of series AR(2), AR(1) may not admit a unique solution. 

The conclusion of the Investigation here presented Is In fa

vour of a more extensive utilization of the Kalman filters In 

time series analysis. 

http://_O.585t0.CH*
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